Adaptive hypermedia courses are difficult to debug, validate and maintain. Logfile analysis is partly to blame. We propose a graph-based approach to both real-time student monitoring and logfile analysis. Students are represented at their current locations in a dynamically created map of the course. Selected parts of student user models are visually exposed, and more detail is available on demand. Hierarchically clustered graphs, automatic layout and focus+context techniques are used to keep visual complexity at a manageable level. This component has been developed for an existing AH course system. However we believe that our approach can be readily extended to a wide selection of adaptive hypermedia course systems, filling in an important gap during course creation and maintenance.
Introduction
Adaptive Hypermedia is an obvious choice for online courses. Adapting the course to the student surely sounds better than a one-size-fits-all approach. But a vast majority of online courses are not adaptive, because adaptation is difficult to design, test and maintain [1] . It is not easy to predict what users will find during browsing, and for online systems, direct observation is not an option. We propose the use of a graphbased interface to monitor and analyze course usage as an important aid to tutors and course authors.
Approach
The following figures illustrate our monitoring interface, which is tracking 5 users throughout a sample course. Users Alice and Bob are both in T2, while Carol, David and Edward are further along the course. In fig. 1 , the current map is shown, with exactly enough detail to see the active users. In our visualization, courses are represented as maps, and particular nodes represent either specific activities (tasks) or decision points (rules). Most of the course is hidden, collapsed under the darkened task nodes marked with an asterisk. Students are represented as additional nodes connected to the last task they have accessed.
Tracking user progress is as simple as watching student nodes move throughout the map, with further details available on demand. In fig. 2 and the map has been automatically expanded to display her progress. Additionally, Bob's node has been selected: this causes Bob's past path to be highlighted. Colorcoded squares have appeared next to the labels of each task, rule and cluster, indicating which parts of the course are, according to the system, recommended, available, or disencouraged.
Interaction
The interface is built on top of the CLOVER framework [2], and inherits CLOVER's implementation of hierarchically clustered graphs [3] . Clicking on a node selects it and marks that node as the current point of interest (PoI). Nodes near to this PoI will be presented in full detail, while nodes further away can be collapsed into clusters to keep the level of visual complexity within the desired bounds. Whenever the set of visible nodes changes, automatic layout is performed, and the old view is smoothly animated to transform into the new one, in an effort to preserve the users mental map [4] . PoI focusing and automatic layout can be toggled on and off, allowing nodes to be moved around to suit the user (marquee selection and Ctrl+click are also available). Both manually modified and automatic layouts are stored in a layout cache, and are later reused if the same view is revisited.
Selecting individual tasks and user nodes triggers additional visual cues. When nothing is currently selected, the map simply tracks user position. Selecting a course task annotates the users that are currently eligible to perform it, using a color-coded scheme: red for "not allowed", blue for "started", black for "finished", and a color from yellow to green to indicate a "degree of recommendation" for all other cases. Conversely, selecting a student annotates all currently-visible tasks with the same color-coding scheme. In addition, the path that this student has followed throughout the course is highlighted via increased thickness edges that have been transversed. Our system does not constrain users to following recommended links, and therefore the actual path can fall outside existing edges. An artificial, faded path is used for these cases, connecting the unexpectedly-visited task to the nearest completed task (the course graph is guaranteed to be connected, so this is always possible). Finally, double-clicking on a student node displays a dialog with the student's current user model, color-coded again to reflect the latest changes.
